
X-mas Speshul, Mission #2

+++Answer Snowman+++
After getting their bayonets bloody the forces followed the leads found in the rubble (or the gits that got to loot da betta  
spots). Their clues lead to the great valleys of Skan'Di Navelia where the ancient oracle snowman is woshipped as a  
god. Maybe he knows the answers to the questions, or the question to the answer.

THE ARMIES
The players use the armies presented to Santa Klaws.

THE BATTLEFIELD
The game is played on a 4' by 5' table using a Dawn of War Deployment. Terrain is set-up as normal (page 
120-121),  with the exception of the  dominating Snow Oracle  Statue {which looks suitably like an Ork 
Stompa *hur, hur*} in the very middle of the board. Also, on the Northern Pole of Corvae Thun Turi there 
are no vegetation, at the players discretion this can be guideline for the choice of terrain.

Place secondary objectives
After setting up the terrain, players take it in turns to place their personal objectives, following the normal  
rules (page 121). These counts as secondary objectives in terms of victory points.

DEPLOYMENT
Before deploying their forces, players should roll for their Warlord Traits (see page 111). The forces are  
deployed as on page 121.

FIRST TURN
The player who deployed his army first, goes first unless his opponent can Seize the Initiative (Page 122).

GAME LENGTH
The mission uses Variable Game Length (page 122).

VICTORY CONDITIONS
At the end of the game, the player who has scored the most Victory Points wins the game. If players have the 
same number of Victory Points, the game is a draw.

PRIMARY OBJECTIVES
The Snow Oracle in the middle is the Primary Objective. At the end of the game, the players score 3 Victory 
Points if they control the statue. If it is contested both players get 1 Victory Point.

SECONDARY OBJECTIVES
Slay the Warlord, First Blood, Linebreaker, Personal objectives (which also are Mysterious Objectives)

MISSION SPECIAL RULES
Reserves, The Weather Outside Is Frightful, Let It Snow, Snowball fight

Snowball fight
At the start of each player turn, the player whose turn it is not may drop D3 snowballs. This is done as 
follows:
For each snowball a marker of rougly 2 x 2 cm is dropped from shoulder height above the table. A large blast  
is centered on top of the marker. Each model underneath the large blast suffers a S4 AP- hit with the pinning 
special rule. Cover saves are counted from the centre of the blast. The flight of these markers may not be 
intentionally manipulated.

The Weather Outside Is Frightful
The deep snows on Corvae Thun Turi hide dangerous cliffs and cracks. All Dangerous Terrain tests are failed 
on a roll of 1 or 2. The planet is also know for its frosty climate, able to cool down the temper of a raging  
warboss within a matter of seconds. Weapons with Gets hot lose it for the game.



Let It Snow
A howling blizzard has struck the landscape, reducing vision and covering all in clean white snow. At the  
beginning of each turn the player in turn rolls a D6 on a roll of 4+ the rules for Night Fighting are used until  
the end of the turn.


